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These include the extreme heterogeneity among rare diseases, 
the many unknowns about rare disease pathophysiology  
and natural history, the very long and often frustrating  
(and emotionally wrenching) diagnostic journey many patients  
and their families must travel, complex and changeable global 
regulatory frameworks, uncertain reimbursement landscapes, 
and the limited availability of rare disease research expertise 
(and, by definition, rare disease patients to participate in 
clinical trials). 

Indeed, patient recruitment and retention are among the 
biggest hurdles to the successful completion of a rare disease 
clinical trial. To overcome this barrier and gain early visibility 
into other potential challenges as well as opportunities for 
optimizing outcomes, a feasibility assessment is typically 
conducted prior to study initiation and as a precursor to  
site selection. 

The typical feasibility process aligns the clinical trial’s final 
protocol, dose of investigational product, the comparator  
and the patient profile with the local environment (e.g., 
regional or country-specific regulations, historical recruitment 
performance and the willingness of the investigator to enroll 
patients). It can also include an assessment of the capability 
of the site/investigator to perform tasks or techniques 
associated with the treatment which, for some therapies  
(e.g., the administration of certain gene therapies), can be 
quite complex and require specific training and tools.

When a final protocol is not available and the sponsor wishes 
to better understand the global landscape for a rare disease 
(or subsets of a rare disease, such as those segments  
of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) amenable to 
exon-skipping approaches), a proactive global feasibility 
assessment can be used to: 

• Glean important information that can influence patient 
recruitment. For example, in the case of a rare disease 
characterized by familial genetic mutations, it may be 
possible to discover clusters of rare disease patients at  
a specific site or in a specific country or region

• Identify the best path forward for developing the clinical 
research program, including design questions

• Identify potential early obstacles to clinical trial conduct, 
enabling sponsors to mitigate risks proactively

• Provide a potential opportunity for reviewing actual event 
data on survival and disease progression. For example, 
this may be applicable for clinical trials of therapies with 
the potential for a cure, such as gene therapy

• Begin to build relationships with key opinion leaders and 
investigators that are essential in rare disease research. 
The number of rare disease research sites and patients 
are limited and sponsors are almost always working 
with the same clinicians from one study phase to the 
next, making any initiative that can help build these 
relationships early on a worthwhile investment

This paper provides an overview of proactive global clinical 
trial feasibility assessments, to make the case that such an 
assessment can yield valuable information regarding patient 
recruitment and site selection for rare disease clinical trials  
as well as every other aspect of drug development and 
market access. We also discuss the pros and cons of using a 
“proactive global feasibility” approach, and offer suggestions 
on how to improve the process based on the authors’ 
experience when conducting such studies.  We also offer an 
additional perspective on alternative tools in our feasibility 
armamentarium, such as digital patient identification 
methods as discussed on page 7.
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Introduction 
Rare disease drug development is one of the fastest growing areas  
for biopharmaceutical investment and research, but the research  
and commercialization challenges inherent to rare disease product 
development present significant risks that sponsors must anticipate  
and navigate to be successful. 
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Between 5,000 to 8,000 rare diseases are known, and 250  
to 280 more are described each year.1 More than 70 percent 
of these are genetic disorders (and 70 percent of these are 
exclusively pediatric onset), affecting 3 percent to 4 percent of 
all births. Although the number of individuals suffering from a 
single rare disease is small, the total number of individuals that 
rare diseases impact is significant, affecting approximately  
25 million people in the U.S. (almost one in 10), 30 million in 
Europe and millions more worldwide.

Prior to 1983, only a small number of rare diseases had 
approved therapies. Since then there has been a marked 

increase in rare disease research funding and development 
effort, thanks to regulatory changes, multiple international 
initiatives and development incentives. Since 1983, more than 
600 new therapies have been approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) to treat rare diseases.2 In 2019 alone, 22 
of 48 novel drug approvals by the FDA were for rare or orphan 
diseases, for a total of 76 orphan indications.3,4 A 2019 study 
published by Tufts University found that rare disease drug 
development is one of the fast-growing areas in research and 
development (R&D), accounting for nearly one-third of all 
drugs in the R&D pipeline worldwide.5

The Unique Challenges  
in Rare Disease  
Clinical Research and 
Commercialization
The 1983 Orphan Drug Act in the U.S. defines a rare disease as a condition 
that affects fewer than 200,000 people; but, cumulatively, rare diseases 
are not, in fact, rare.
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However, while innovative science in rare diseases is 
advancing at a remarkable pace, the more sobering fact is 
that, at present, more than 90 percent of rare diseases lack 
FDA-approved therapies. Rare disease product development 
and commercialization challenges abound. For example:

• Rare diseases are highly heterogenous with a wide 
range of severity, clinical presentation and rate of 
progression, both within and between diseases, and 
most are serious or life-threatening

• The journey to diagnosis remains lengthy, complex and 
often ineffective, compounded by a lack of rare disease 
experts in any given geographic area

• Investigators confront many unknowns regarding a 
disease’s natural history or what endpoints and benefits 
should be considered meaningful to patients—and  
also, importantly, to payers. Development programs 
face significant clinical and commercial risks when 
knowledge about the disease state and rare patient 
population is limited

• Clinical and regulatory strategy must be developed  
and executed within complex and changeable global 
regulatory frameworks, competitive trial settings and 
politically sensitive environments

• Conditional approvals or accelerated regulatory approval 
pathways mean many small, emerging companies face 
early commercialization challenges that must be 
addressed in a compressed time frame

• Complicating all of this is that return on investment  
for companies sponsoring these trials is often uncertain 
and the reimbursement landscape for rare disease 
therapies remains volatile; both have important 
implications for commercial viability and patient  
access to effective treatments

Because rare diseases, by definition, affect very small  
patient populations, one of the biggest challenges in rare 
disease research is the limited number of patients available 
to participate in often-competing clinical trials. A 2019 study 
conducted by researchers at Boston Children’s Hospital  
found that of the 659 rare disease clinical trials registered  
on ClinicalTrials.gov from January 2010 to December 2014, 
nearly one-third (30 percent) were discontinued. Of the trials 
that were completed, results from 66.5 percent remained 
unpublished two years later. Four years after completion, 31.5 
percent were still unpublished.  Insufficient patient accrual was 
the main reason for both noncompletion and nonpublication.

The implications for rare disease drug developers are 
significant and place a premium on comprehensive feasibility 
analysis and planning prior to study initiation to ensure that 
recruitment targets can be achieved and to mitigate other 
risks. Feasibility assessments are typically completed once the 
final (or near-final) protocol is in hand. But given the challenges 
that rare disease drug developers face, it is, in our experience, 
often valuable to assess feasibility even earlier, well in advance 
of a final protocol, by conducting a proactive feasibility study 
with global scope. Doing so provides opportunity to gain 
valuable insight into the patient population as well as an 
understanding of potential changes that should be made to  
a protocol before finalization, avoiding costly amendments.

It is important to emphasize that global scope is important. 
The challenges associated with conducting rare disease 
clinical trials have prompted many sponsors to conduct 
clinical trials in developing countries outside of the U.S. and 
EU such as Asia Pacific, Latin America, Central and Eastern 
Europe, the Middle East and Africa. While there are clear 
advantages to conducting clinical trials in these areas such  
as increased recruitment potential and lower costs, there are 
challenges such as variability in clinical practice, regulations 
(which may bring additional delays), ethical processes, local 
guidelines and the willingness of sponsors with rare disease 
investigational products to work outside of the largest 
markets. Global data in recent times has shown a much 
longer clinical trial cycle time in terms of patient recruitment 
rates, time from first patient first visit (FPFV) to last patient 
first visit (LPFV) and total recruitment.

In addition, although the interest and willingness of 
investigators to recruit patients with rare diseases in 
countries outside of International Council for Harmonization 
(ICH) qualifications may be high, this does not necessarily 
mean that these sites operate with similar standards of care, 
including the training of site staff, imaging and other 
equipment that might be required to run the rare disease trial 
(e.g., for complex cell and gene therapy studies). 

Each of these issues can be explored proactively to reduce 
the risk of selecting sites that are not able to meet enrollment 
or adhere to the study protocol. Proactive feasibility studies 
also give sponsors early insight into a range of other issues to 
help not only with patient recruitment and retention but also 
with study and protocol design (e.g., including selecting the 
most meaningful endpoints). In addition, they can generate 
useful intelligence to inform early commercialization strategy 
and planning; an in-depth understanding of the patient 
ecosystem will inform every aspect of product launch.



The Global Proactive Feasibility 
Assessment: A Closer Look
The proactive feasibility assessment for patients with rare diseases is 
initiated by contacting a large number of investigators (e.g., more than 200) 
at multiple sites around the world (50 or more preferred) and asking them 
for responses to a series of survey questions.
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The survey results are typically summarized using descriptive 
statistics. This proactive feasibility approach is increasingly 
being complemented with digital patient identification 
methodologies, which we explore in further detail on page 7.

Although the typical feasibility survey is conducted with a 
regulatory-approved protocol just prior to clinical trial 
initiation, the proactive feasibility assessment can be 
conducted without a final protocol. With the help of key 
opinion leaders, clinicians, clinical trial design experts and 
strategists, commercial experts and statisticians—and even 
patient advocacy groups—the proactive feasibility study can 
be further tailored to yield useful recruitment-related and 
disease landscape information. This is especially important 
where the rare disease target indication contains multiple 
subtypes, making the rare disease feasibility exercise actually 
an ultrarare disease due to the further paucity of patients 
contained in the subtype.

For example, one of the authors once conducted a proactive 
feasibility study by contacting sites to learn more about the 
challenges for recruiting patients with DMD. This study 
demonstrated that patients with DMD are found in multiple 
areas outside of the EU and U.S. and yielded insights into specific 
subtypes of DMD patients, such as those with genetic mutations 
amenable to certain therapies, such as exon-skipping.7

Later, when conducting a proactive feasibility study in 
patients with limb-girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD), the 
proactive feasibility survey questions were expanded to 
include subtypes (LGMD subtyped as identified by Nigro  
and Savarese) as well as age characteristics.8

Both cases demonstrate how a global proactive feasibility 
study can glean important information, such as genetic 
subtype, age or other demographic data that would 

otherwise be unavailable (e.g., not in the literature or not  
yet published), and can help guide the site selection process 
to ensure the greatest possibility of enrolling the type of rare 
disease patient in question (e.g., ambulatory vs. non-ambulatory 
patients, patients within a certain age range or clusters of 
patients with a certain subtype). The initial data gleaned 
during the proactive feasibility exercise can be further refined 
or corroborated when the final protocol is available or after a 
larger or additional feasibility exercise is conducted. This data 
helps sponsors ensure that future protocols are created with 
the actual patient in mind and avoid many rounds of protocol 
amendments and timeline delays.

With the help of key opinion 
leaders, clinicians, clinical trial 
design experts and strategists, 
commercial experts and 
statisticians—and even  
patient advocacy groups— 
the proactive feasibility study  
can be further tailored to yield 
useful recruitment-related and 
disease landscape information.



DIGITAL PATIENT 
IDENTIFICATION
One feasibility-related segment of the market that is maturing  
is digital patient identificaton.
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Digital patient identification has unique features that  
make it possible to use in conjunction with proactive 
feasibility studies in rare disease, combining as it does  
so with clinical science, data science, behavioral science, 
patient engagement and patient performance analytics. 

Virtual patient identification models, like Adheris Health, 
TriNetX, Optum, Komodo Health and AnswerSuite,  
to name a few, usually include digital platforms as their 
core operating component. These databases already  
have decades of tracking patient-physician interactions  
in prevalent diseases and, while still not fully utilized in  
the rare disease space, can sometimes be helpful when 
trying to identify patients with rare diseases. 

Selecting the appropriate digital channels requires that all 
digital touch points span the spectrum of the addressable 
population. Deriving this model is challenging for many 
reasons, perhaps the most important being the limited 
number of patients with “gold standard” confirmed rare 
disease diagnoses from which to learn. In order to “de-risk” 
the digital patient identification approach, we suggest 
adding public and custom data obtained via interviews, 

The process gives the best results when linking and 
harmonizing together disparate medical, real-world  
and commercial data sets (if available) and applying a 
proprietary analytics package to define the right patient 
population for an asset, program or protocol.

surveys, experiments, scraping and modeling to secondary 
and third-party information.

There is an increasing interest in developing prediction 
models capable of identifying rare disease patients in 
population-scale databases such as electronic health records 
(EHRs) to permit discovery of previously undiagnosed patients 
in large EHR databases. This strategy can be problematic for 
several reasons, including the incomplete nature of expert 
understanding, complexity of disease processes and 
cognitive biases associated with human decision making. 
That being said, an effective algorithm for identifing “high 
likelihood” future candidates can be created from common 
symptoms cards, newborn screening programs and linking 
by available historic data of specific patient populations with 
artificial intelligence, mainly through machine learning.

Target product 
profile (TPP), 

inclusion/ 
exclusion criteria

DIGITAL PLATFORMS

Patient and healthcare  
professional (HCP) identification

Patient and HCP engagement

Inputs Core operating components Outputs

Data-driven recruitment 
and retention strategy

Purpose-built virtual 
engagement plan

Qualified Leads

1

2

3
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Additional benefits of conducting  
a global proactive feasibility  
study include:

Expanding the view into site readiness  
and standards of care.

The process helps sponsors better understand the interest  
in and willingness of key opinion leaders (KOLs) and sites  
to conduct rare disease clinical trials, specifically those 
focused on the rare disease to be studied. The survey can 
even be tailored to a specific therapeutic based on its 
mechanism of action (e.g., adeno-associate virus technology). 
It can also be used to help sponsors understand how 
standards of care differ from country to country and 
sometimes even within the same country, which is especially 
important in the rare disease space.

Helping to identify potential study participants and 
other patient/caregiver dynamics affecting 
recruitment and retention.

A global proactive feasibility study is particularly useful  
for identifying clusters of patients in a certain geography. 
Because it is global in scope, it can also help identify patient 
populations in countries not originally in the sponsor’s targets 
of interest. Beyond helping with the difficult challenge of 
finding rare, geographically dispersed patients, proactive 
feasibility studies can be tailored to help gain perspectives  
on patient and caregiver burdens and challenges that may 
affect recruitment and retention (e.g., the proximity of 
patients from their therapeutic centers and how frequently 
they must travel to them). It is also possible to learn what kind 
of local strategies therapeutic centers and patient networks 
find most effective for engaging with their rare disease 
patients (e.g., digital and social media, awareness programs, 
marathons for a cause etc.), and how centers and patient 
networks keep patients and their caregivers motivated to 
continue treatment or participate in clinical trials.

Giving companies a head start on building 
relationships within the rare disease community.  

Sponsors of rare disease treatments require exceptional 
relationships with geographically dispersed patients, their 
families and caregivers and the HCPs who comprise specific 
rare disease communities. Conducting a proactive feasibility 
study early before the protocol is final gives the sponsor an 
opportunity to solicit meaningful feedback that may highlight 
patient burden, helping to improve final study design (e.g. by 

reducing patient burden by eliminating an unneeded 
muscular biopsy or redundant laboratory test) inform strategies 
for patient recruitment (e.g., by advertising that the protocol 
will enroll both ambulatory and non-ambulatory patients) 
and retention (e.g., by including an interim analysis to close 
down the study for futility or, if it contains a placebo arm,  
add a period of time after the primary endpoint is met such 
that all patients could receive active treatment). It also helps 
begin to build the long-term relationships with KOLs and 
investigators that are essential in rare disease research and 
who themselves may be scarce and geographically dispersed. 

Conducting a proactive feasibility study also provides an 
opportunity for the sponsor to demonstrate its commitment 
to collaboration and partnership with the advocacy community. 
In fact, patient advocacy groups can be engaged to help tailor 
the proactive feasibility study itself, providing input on historical 
treatment and study design burdens, KOL research, potential 
survey participants, treatment centers, endpoint selection, 
known natural history data (if any) and patient preferences 
and concerns. After it is launched, these groups can be 
sources of useful information about global site capacity  
and country-specific standards of care.

Laying solid groundwork for a more tailored feasibility 
assessment when the final protocol is available. 

After the proactive feasibility assessment is complete and 
assessed, this data could be used to create or modify the 
protocol and further refine the site selection process (e.g., 
exploring additional sites near a cluster of rare disease 
patients or adding a training regimen to a site that has access 
to the target patients but is not familiar with  
the latest treatment modaility).  The site selection process  
may further be modified by dropping a geography from the 
site list due to the long regulatory start-up times or perhaps 
by the inability of a particular site to deliver a complex 
therapy (e.g., gene therapy).  In addition to conventional 
feasibility tactics, it can be especially helpful for tailoring 
digital patient identification strategies to zero in on the  
right patient population for an asset, program or protocol. 
(See the overview of Syneos Health’s approach to digital 
patient identification on page 7.) 

Helping sponsors adjust the protocol to take a more 
patient-centric approach and ease patient burden.  

Increased understanding of the unique challenges and 
disease burden of patients with rare disease allows sponsors 
to reconsider overly stringent eligibility criteria to enhance 
enrollment potential in a difficult-to-enroll patient  



population before the protocol is finalized.  It can also  
help to plan for possible accommodations that could help  
to increase and maintain patient participation, such as 
transportation reimbursement, home health visits or 
exploring telehealth possibilities if acceptable.

When preparing to conduct a 
global proactive feasibility study, 
some of the roadblocks sponsors 
may encounter include:

Sites have limited resources and bandwidth.  

To avoid obtaining incomplete responses—or no response  
at all—sponsors can commit to following up with the sites 
with a summary of their preliminary findings or, if the site is 
ultimately selected, can commit to sharing the final protocol 
with the site as available.

Sites may be unwilling to share information about 
patients with rare diseases without a final protocol.  

It is possible that if a final protocol is not available, then a draft 
protocol could be made available.  If this is not available, the 
survey can be customized to include and discuss some of the 
topics of interest (e.g., specific age range and rationale, specific 
subtype, potential primary and secondary endpoints etc.).

Investigator willingness or enthusiasm does not 
always translate into Investigator or site “readiness.”  

For example, the authors have discovered high willingness  
of some investigators to participate in a trial for a certain  
type of rare disease, only to find out later—through the final  
site selection process—that the site did not have the imaging 

modality or the training required for the administration of 
complex cell and gene therapies. 

Regulatory-related start-up delays may negate the 
recruitment value of sites in particular regions.  

For example, the authors discovered that certain sites in 
Eastern Europe and Latin America took so long (based on 
historical regulatory start-up and approval process data)  
to be compliant with local regulations that the rare disease 
sponsor decided not to enroll patients from those regions.

The length of the survey cannot be so onerous that 
the staff are unwilling to complete the survey.   

For example, we recommend just targeting the survey to the 
most important topics of interest. For some rare diseases, it 
might be related to the subset of populations that have genes 
amenable to a certain therapy. For other protocols, it may be 
to solicit information about the number of patients with the 
rare disease in a certain age range only. Extra, “nice to have” 
information, if not critical, should not be solicited.

Proposed patient availability may be higher than the 
actual patient count available.  

The authors have seen exhubernance over potential 
enrollment rates, only to find out later that, due to changing 
market condtions or increased competition, the projected 
enrollment rates were overstated. This can potentially be 
mitigated once a more focused feasibility study is conducted 
and investigators are in possession of additional protocol tools.

Several of these obstacles can be overcome if the  
sponsor approaches potential proactive feasibility survey 
respondents from a relationship-building, collaborative  
and partnership stance.
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Conclusion
The goal of any feasibility assessment is ultimately to 
guide the sponsor into picking the best and fastest sites 
with the highest chance of enrolling patients that will 
complete the sponsor’s study.

From the standpoint of the sponsor, proactive 

feasibility can provide early insights that, based  

on investigator willingness, projected recruitment 

and an increased understanding of hurdles to 

recruitment (e.g., how to manage concierge 

services for patients that may need to travel long 

distances) may alter their clinical trial protocols 

before considering them final. Proactive 

feasibility can be educational and may elucidate 

clusters of patients that, up to that point, were 

unknown to the sponsor.  As new recruitment 

challenges are revealed in the proactive feasibility 

assessment, these recruitment challenges can be 

further assessed during the conventional 

feasibility asessement.

From the standpoint of patient advocacy groups,  

if proactive feasibility study results are published, 

they can be a tool to further educate sites and the 

global community about their disease, get a better 

handle on the global dispersion of patients (versus 

for a particular country) and better understand 

standards of care.
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